
A particle size distribution was determined from the 
image analysis.  With more expensive equipment, 
accuracy could be improved; theoretically, the smallest 
particle size measureable is 0.06 inches. With a higher 
resolution camera, backlighting of the image surface, 
and a more effective method of separation of fine 
particles (high-pressure air separation or sieving) a 
more precise and accurate distribution can be 
determined. 
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Real-Time Particle Size Distribution Analysis 

 
Overview 
Kennametal, Incorporated is a major manufacturer of drill bits for mining purposes.  
Kennametal clients in the mining operations are concerned with when they should change 
bits for the operation to be most efficient. The processing of fine coal particles is 
significantly more expensive than ideally sized, half-inch pieces of coal.  Because dull drill 
bits on mining machines significantly contributes to fines generation during mining 
operations, the best practice is to replace drill bits as they become significantly worn.  
However, checking the bits unnecessarily often, results in losses to the mining operation, because it takes away 
from time that they could be mining. By using real-time particle size distribution analysis, continuous mining 
operations can determine when to change bits out according to wear cycles without having to stop operation to 
inspect the drill bits.   

 

Objectives 
Design an automated, real-time particle size distribution analysis system capable of analyzing coal particles.  The 
system must be able to accurately distinguish coal particles ranging from 0.02 to 3 inches in diameter.  The 
system will require a compressed air system to blow out particles that are smaller than 0.02 inches. 

 

Approach 
 Kennametal Inc. concerns were assessed during weekly conference calls. 

 Data was collected from Kennametal Inc. and coal samples were provided during site visit.  

 Prototypes were designed based on prior experimentation and available existing products. 

 Simulations were conducted following a nine-step testing process: 
1. Obtain sample of coal through scoop process, to separate coal from the conveyor belt in the mine, 

representative of the bulk material 
2. Weigh  the sample  
3. Drop the sample off the conveyor belt (free-fall) 
4. As the coal is free-falling, use a 30-psi air stream to blow out particles smaller than 0.06 inches 
5. Capture the other free-falling particles of coal with high speed camera 
6. Collect and weigh the remaining sample  
7. Subtract final from initial mass to find mass of fines blown out 
8. Process particle size using Photoshop script 
9. Bin the Photoshop data to produce a PSD histogram 

 

Outcomes 


